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Really, a 3.5 It s a best friends to lovers theme, and I thought
the author did a great job of showing the uncertainty, the hurt,
etc between friends. When her fiancee jilts her, the heroine
falls into bed with her long time friend and winds up pregnant It
s interesting to see how the sex and then pregnancy affects the
delicate web of their friendship and other relationships, as they
work their way to parenthood and love Would have been better
had the heroine been a touch likable and I would have also
liked to see her dad s reaction to the pregnancy which was not
mentioned in the book At all Even though the relationship
between the heroine and her father was a big deal, even
fraught, in the rest of the book WTF. There S No Turning Back
Once Paige Makes A Colossal Mistake That Could Cost Her
The Best Friend She S Ever Had How Can Life Possibly Stay
The Same For Her And Justin After They Spend One
Passionate Night Together If Only Her Fianc Hadn T Run Off
With Another Woman And If Only Justin Hadn T Been There
To Comfort Her When She D Been So Utterly VulnerableBut
Now She S Pregnant And Paige Can T Turn Back The Clock
And Things Couldn T Get Any Complicated Because This
Innocent Little Baby Puts A Whole New Spin On The Term Just
Friends The heroine, Paige, is quite a selfish person and not a
very good listener, especially to her two best guy friends, Justin
and Kyle She was also very negative and kept blaming Justin
about the whole thing that happened between them and he
was trying so hard to make things right, but she just kept
pushing him away.Also, I am really curious about what
happened to Kyle I know he became Justin and Paige s
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godfather but did he ever find his true love Overall, there were
very few parts in the book that I did like There was just so
many things that I wish the author have gone into detail about.
It s a romance novel so I didn t go into it expecting it to be
phenomenal, but it was a decent book I enjoyed that it was set
in Minnesota so I felt like I could really understand the
characters being that I am from that area If you re looking for
an easy, quick read, I would recommend this Of course, I
secretly or not so secretly now P actually enjoy reading
romance novels so it may not be for you This book was just
OK..I mean it was a good story but sometimes I felt like there s
a whole scene that s missing Like something would happen
and it would be like I told you yesterday And we ad readers
didn t get to see what happened and frankly I felt like that
happened with the most important scenes Also, sometimes It
felt like there really isn t any chemistry between the H and h
And I couldn t really believe they loved each other I don t know
But it ended HEA So that pushed an extra star.. I didn t love
this book, although I liked it The writing was a bit childish as
were the characters, but after a bit, I warmed to them The
characters were 28 and were written like they were still in high
school I ve never read any other books by this author, so I don
t know if it s just the author s style of writing or just the
characters themselves. I didn t find this book super dramatic or
very good but certain points were okay There were sweet
times, bad times, funny times and so on The one character I
felt horribly for was Kyle He had been the heroines best friend,
stuck by her side and fell in love with her, only for the heroine
to hook up with his best friend, the hero. I enjoyed this book
and the author s laid back, fast paced style It was a good
enjoyable read My only gripe is that the story is lacking is the
true love aspect In fact, the romance was a bit tepid All of the
qualities that made the young heroine so likeable disappeared
after the one night rebound with her friend that left her
pregnant I left the story feeling like the couple settled for each
other because of the baby. The heroine Paige comes across
as very selfish, maybe she s insecure but from the start she
seems vapid and that makes me dislike her very much Justin I
liked but I wish he started out with of a spine, letting her blame
him, eurghh she was such a coward She genuinely came
across so self absorbed I wanted to smack the white off her
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